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Shot #  Shot size / angle Movement     Notes 

             

1    MS Static      
Camera looks up at rain 
gutter  

2    MCU Static      
Close up shot of rain hitting 
the pavement  

3    CU Pan and tilt up      

Close up shot of a stack of 
comic books, camera pans 
to the right, revealing 
Westley reading a comic 
book  

4    MS Static      Westley laying on his bed  

5-    CU Static      

Frontal shot of Westley 
sitting at his desk, typing on 
his computer. He reaches 
over and grabs some 
Cheetos and puts them in 
his mouth.  

6    CU Static      
Computer screen. Says, 
“Learn Self-defense”  

7    CU Static      
Westley as he searches 
Netflix  

8    CU Static      

TV screen as Westley 
searches Netflix for Karate 
Kid  

9    MS Static      
Westley practices a karate 
moves and falls over  

10    CU Static      

Back to Westley as he 
searches the webpage. He 
eats some more Cheetos   

11    CU Static      
Back to webpage, reading 
“Fitness is Key”  

12    CU Static      

Westley is about to eat 
more Cheetos but puts them 
back in the bag instead.  

13    MS Static      Westley attempts a pull-up  

14    MS Static      Westley struggles through a  



sit-up 

15    MCU Static      
Westley struggles doing a 
push-up  

16    CU Static      

Computer screen scrolls 
down to “Put together a 
costume.”  

17    WS Static      

Westley walks out the 
hallway and over to the 
closet  

18    CU Static      

Shot of Westley’s hand 
reaching out to the 
doorknob of the closet  

19    MCU Static      

The closet door opens and 
Westley looks around 
thoughtfully  

20    MCU- high angle Static      

Westley bends down and 
pulls out a mask. He turns 
and walks away  

21    MCU Static      
Westley rips off a piece of 
duct tape  

22    CU Static      

Westley puts the last piece 
of duct tape on a black t-
shirt, spelling out the letter 
J  

23    CU Static      
Westley straps a black knee 
pad to his knee  

24-25    MS Static      

Westley puts on the t-shirt. 
Cuts to him putting on a 
grey jacket.  

26    CU Zoom      
Westley clenches his 
gloved fist  

27    MS Static      
Westley puts on his 
makeshift superhero hat  

28    MS Static      
Side-view shot of Westley’s 
hat  

29    MS Tilt up      

Westley walks out of his 
apartment and stands at the 
top of the stairs. Camera 
pans up as Westley puts on 
his mask.  

30-31    MS Static      
Westley does a variety of 
poses  

32    MS Tilt up      

Finally figuring out his 
pose, Westley jumps out the 
door to his apartment  

33    WS Static      Wide shot of an empty alley  

34    WS Static      
Another shot of an empty 
alley  



35    WS Static      
Two guys dump some trash 
into a dumpster  

36    MS Panning      

Westley paces back and 
forth near an alley, looking 
bored. The camera follows 
him as he moves. 
Eventually he sits down.  

37    CU Static      
Westley taps his foot in 
boredom.   

38    MS Static      
Westley throwing knives 
into a telephone pole  

39    MCU Static      
Westley takes his mask and 
hat off.  

40    WS Static      
Westley walks down an 
alley  

41    MS Pan and Tilt down      

Shot of a streetlamp. 
Camera pans down to show 
Westley sitting on a park 
bench. His hat and mask are 
still off.  

42    MS Static      

Side view shot of Westley 
on the bench, he hears a 
scream. Desperately he puts 
his hat and mask back on 
and runs off screen.  

43    MS Static      

A girl is being tickled by 
her boyfriend. She is 
laughing hysterically. 
Westley runs up to the 
couple. They stop and look 
up at him confused.   

44    MS- low angle Static      
Westley announces himself 
as Captain Justice  

45    MCU Static      

The couple stares at 
Westley, they look at each 
other briefly and laugh.  

46    MCU Static      
Upset and embarrassed, 
Westley walks away  

47    CU Steadicam      

Westley walking down a 
bike path, his head is bowed 
depressingly  

48    MCU Steadicam      

A girl is walking down the 
bike path in the opposite 
direction. She doesn’t 
notice Westley  

49    WS Static      

Westley and the girl bump 
into each other. She trips 
but he catches her before 
she falls. They stare into 
each other’s eyes.  



50    MCU Static              
      The girl looks up at 
Westley and asks his name  

51    CU Static      
Westley says his name as 
he takes his mask off  

52    CU Static      
The girl smiles at Westley 
and calls him her hero.  

53    WS Static, tilt up      

Westley helps the girl up 
and holding hands, they 
walk off together into the 
night.  
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